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Outline

I Why do we care about CV for complex survey designs?
I Motivating example: Poverty Probability Index

I What are complex survey designs?
I Why not use usual CV? What is CV actually doing?
I How should we do CV with complex survey designs?
I Does it really make a difference?

I Simulations
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Poverty Probability Index

To decisively ID households in poverty, need long assessments with
trained interviewers: high costs and response burden. . .

A “poverty measurement tool” for organizations serving the poor:

I Quick & simple country-specific “scorecards” estimate prob.
that a household is below local poverty line

I Orgs use it to target interventions towards poorer communities,
and/or track poverty levels in the communities they serve
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Developing a PPI for a given country

I Obtain recent, nationally-representative household survey data
I Narrow down survey Qs to a subset which are. . .

I Easy to collect and verify: “What material is your roof?”
I Likely to change with poverty status: “How many of your

children attend school?”
I Choose only 10 Qs and fit a (penalized logistic regression)

model to predict household status: below vs. above a given
poverty line

I Turn the chosen model into a pencil-and-paper scorecard with
lookup table

Field interviewers only need to fill out 10-minute survey and use
arithmetic to estimate prob. that a household is in poverty.
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Example scorecard
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Choosing survey Qs and tuning parameters

Kshirsagar, Wieczorek, et al. (2017): we used survey-weighted
logistic regression with elastic net—a combination of `1 and `2
penalties on the coefficients. The penalty weights are tuning
parameters, usually chosen by cross-validation.

But:

I Cross-validation usually treats the data as iid, and splits into
folds at random before training and testing the models.

I PPI datasets come from complex survey designs, where
observations were not sampled independently.

Does this matter???
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What are complex survey designs?

SRS: simple random sampling

Stratified sampling: partition population into “strata,” and take
samples separately within each stratum

Cluster sampling: partition population into “clusters,” and take a
sample of clusters, observing all units in each sampled cluster
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Complex survey designs: PPI example

National surveys often use:

I sub-national regions as strata—ensures each region gets
sampled, and improves statistical precision

I towns or villages as clusters (within strata)—lowers interviewer
travel costs, but also reduces precision
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Why not use usual CV? What is CV actually doing?
I Ideal goal: choose the model f that will have best prediction

error, or other loss L(y , ŷ), when fitted to our observed
sample s. Seek f that minimizes risk over new data:

Errs(f ) = E(xnew ,ynew )L(ynew , f̂s(xnew ))

I Problem: Errs(f ) is hard to estimate without more data or
strong assumptions.

I Stand-in goal: instead, estimate average Errs(f ) across new
samples s∗

j “similar to” s: “How well does f tend to work on
data from the same pop., sampled in the same way as s?”

I Problem: usual cross-validation creates new samples s∗
j as if s

were iid sample. . . even if it’s not.
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What is CV actually doing?
Recall: In K -fold CV, we partition s at random into K equal-sized
“folds.” Each training set s∗

j is the union of K − 1 folds, and each
time the held-out fold is used for testing f̂s∗

j
.

Image source: https://towardsdatascience.com/validating-your-machine-learning-model-25b4c8643fb7
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What is CV actually doing?

So instead of risk for the observed sample s:

Errs(f ) = E(xnew ,ynew )L(ynew , f̂s(xnew ))

K -fold CV tries to estimate average risk over similar samples:

Err(f ) = Es∗

[
E(xnew ,ynew )L(ynew , f̂s∗(xnew ))

]
as empirical risk on j test sets after fitting f to j training sets:

Êrr(f ) = 1
K

K∑
j=1

Ê(xtest,j ,ytest,j )L(ytest,j , f̂s∗
train,j

(xtest,j))

The way CV selects train/test sets determines bias of Êrr(f ).
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Why not use usual CV for complex survey designs?

I If s was iid sample of size n, usual CV’s bias in Êrr(f ) only
comes from training set size n × K−1

K < n. Often this bias is
(a) small and (b) nearly constant across competitive models, so
it should not affect model selection much.

I But for complex surveys, each s∗
train,j should be formed in a way

that reflects actual sampling design of s. Otherwise, the bias in
Êrr(f ) could be (a) large and (b) very different across
competitive models, causing poor model selection.
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How should we do CV with complex survey data?

Create complex-survey CV folds in the same way that we form
“Random Groups” for variance estimation
(see Wolter, Introduction to variance estimation, Section 2.4):

I For single-stage SRS, divide the sample at random into K folds
(as in usual CV).

I For cluster sampling, sample the clusters as units: all elements
from a given cluster should be placed in the same fold.

I For stratified sampling, make each fold a stratified sample of
units from each stratum.

I For multi-stage sampling, combine these rules as necessary.
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Does it really make a difference?

Simulate an example with extreme clustering:

I True “superpopulation” model: y = 0.1x + ε, where
x ∼ Unif (0, 1) and ε ∼ N(0, 1)

I Simulate a finite population of size N = 1000 as 100 clusters of
size 10, where each cluster has 10 identical cases

I Take a cluster sample of 10 clusters, so there are n = 100 total
cases in the sample

I Consider the models f0(x) = β0 and f1(x) = β0 + β1x
I f1 is “true model” for the superpopulation
I But if we train both models on the full sample of 100 cases and

evaluate on the finite population’s other 900 cases, f̂0 fits better
than f̂1 about 80% of the time
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Does it really make a difference?
Run two versions of 5-fold CV on each sample:
I SRS-CV: 1/5th of the 100 cases go into each fold at random
I Cluster-CV: 1/5th of the 10 clusters go into each fold

When f̂0 fits unobserved data better than f̂1, Cluster-CV correctly
picks simpler model 3x as often as SRS-CV does.
But when f̂1 fits better, Cluster-CV is too cautious.
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Conclusion

If data came from a complex survey design, we should account for
this when creating cross-validation folds. We will avoid
overconfidence and more realistically evaluate how well our model
works when trained on the available data.

To do:

I Better understand complex-survey CV’s properties
I Demonstrate its impact on real datasets
I Write extensions to R’s survey package

Thank you!
Contact: jerzy.wieczorek@colby.edu or @civilstat
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